
 

A.k.a. Crysis Ultimate Edition Crysis is a 2007 first-person shooter published by Electronic Arts and developed by Crytek. The
game centers on an American Delta Force operator sent to the fictional island of Far Eden, near the South China Sea, to fight
North Korean forces that have taken control of the island after launching a surprise attack on the United States (in 2025).
(wikipedia) Rapidshare, uploaded files for free download at 150MB per file; MegaUpload permits downloads at up to 1GB per
file; other popular networks include Mediafire and Hotfile with SWF/HTML hosting for rich media content like videos or
streaming games. Crysis is a graphically intense shooter for Windows, PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360. It was one of the first games
to support DX11 features. The game uses the 3DMark06 benchmark to benchmark system performance, which may indicate
that the game has been optimized for DX11 graphics drivers. Reviews have praised Crysis' combat mechanics, large open world,
visuals, and advanced player movement physics. GTA IV-like items are included in the game which are either XP points or
money spent at shops located in the city hubs.

Crysis was suspected of being based on a canceled Half Life 2 sequel called "Half-Life 2: Lost Coast. This rumor was fueled by
a number of facts: a.) References in a Half-Life 2 leak suggest that the original plan was to have a location similar to the one
found in "Crysis", b.) The island shown in Lost Coast looks very similar to the one shown in Crysis, and both have power
stations. c.) The name "Cryogenic Slumber" is mentioned in an unused HEV suit description from "Half-Life 2: Lost Coast". In
addition, this name is also used for one of the Achievements/Trophies in Crysis. d.) There is a hidden Easter egg in the game,
which displays the phrase "To Be Continued... (But it's never finished!)" on the floor of an office in Tokyo, Japan. This is a
reference to "Half-Life 2: Lost Coast". This Easter egg was found by players while playing on the Xbox 360 after downloading
and installing a mod for Crysis called E3 2004 Mod. A player downloaded and installed this mod and then went to an office in
Tokyo, Japan. Upon entering the room, he found on the ground [although there was no inventory present] "To be continued..."
written about five times on the large wooden flooring. These theories were dismissed after an official statement by the game's
producer, Mike Read, who said that Crysis is not based upon any existing or in-development game.

Crysis is known to be extremely taxing on computer hardware. One of the most demanding price-performance ratio benchmarks
available, Crysis is the baseline for most graphics card performance ratings. If a graphics card fails to run Crysis at high settings,
then it is generally regarded as underperforming. A video card capable of running Crysis smoothly at 1920x1080 resolution with
maximum settings has usually priced itself out of mainstream consumer reach by 2007. System Requirements are listed below:

Windows XP SP2 / Windows Vista - DirectX 9.
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